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How to Write a Strong Case Study:
Tips for Winning a Case Competition1
Babak Somekh, Yifan Zhang, Li-Chen Lim,
& Maria Elena (Maya) Baltazar Herrera2
This paper presents personal experiences of faculty advisers in case writing,
particularly to those who would like to participate in World Asian Case
Competition. Four faculty advisers offered insightful guidelines and ideas to craft
a high quality Asian business case study. First, this paper presented some
emerging issues in case writing. Second, it discussed the challenges of Chinese
business case writing. Third, a few tips are provided to help readers to write a
case and to win case competitions. Finally, it addressed one of the challenging
topics on how to showcase responsible businesses focusing on emerging issues
and implications for case writing.
Keywords: Case Study, Case Writing, Asian Business, Asian Consumers, Case
Competition, Chinese Case, Responsible Business.

This competition gives students and faculty advisers an awesome experience
about case competition. It is our privilege to share with you our personal
experiences on how we advised our students to write a case for competition. This
paper is divided into four parts dealing with case writing. First, this paper presented
some emerging issues in case writing. Second, it discussed the challenges of
Chinese business case writing. Third, a few tips are provided to help readers to
write a case and to win case competitions. Finally, it addressed one of the
challenging topics on how to showcase responsible businesses focusing on
emerging issues and implications for case writing.
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This article is based on the case panel presentation and discussion by four distinguished scholars,
who are all Best Advisor Award winners who led their students to write a top winning case for this
World Asian Case Competition, at the AAB’s international annual conference at Sungkyunkwan
University in Seoul, on August 12, 2017.
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Emerging Issues in Conducting Case Studies
Dr. Babak Somekh
University of Bristol, United Kingdom
There are a variety of approaches taken by researchers across all fields of
academic inquiry. These approaches fall into three general categories: (1)
Theoretical modelling, (2) Large empirical analysis and (3) Case studies. Each of
these have their strengths and weaknesses, and each is integral to a wellfunctioning research community. A case study is a focused and in-depth analysis
of a particular example or occurrence of an issue of interest. Those conducting a
case study use the particular example to better understand a more general research
question. Here I present the strengths and weaknesses associated with conducting
a case study. I argue that generally there is too much reliance on one or two of
the three branches of research mentioned above and that the academic community,
and researchers in general, would benefit from taking advantage of all three
approaches when addressing most research questions.
An ideal case study is driven by a clear and well defined research question.
The research question and the approach to addressing the question must be
informed by established theoretical ideas and a framework relevant to the topic of
interest. This means that the types of questions we choose to address, how we
address these questions, and the examples we use should be driven by a welldeveloped model of the problem with clear predictions that can then be tested with
actual observations. If not, we may bias our analysis by our own preconceptions
or miss out on important factors that are not readily observable without a deeper
understanding of the mechanisms surrounding the topic of interest. Once the
theoretical foundations are set, a good case study goes on to provide an in-depth
and thorough analysis of the cases considered while answering the research
question. In doing so the case study is able to relate the findings in the particular
case to the relevant theoretical concepts. The researcher would then draw
conclusions about the theory and research question based on the findings in the
study, while also acknowledging the limitations of the study and possible biases
present.
Case studies play a particularly important role in analyzing very complicated
financial and social problems. By their nature, research questions within finance,
economics and most social sciences can at times be highly complex with little data
available for more expansive analysis. These fields tend to address highly
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complex questions that relate to individual and group behavior, requiring us to
have a good idea of how individuals think and what factors impact their decisions.
Case studies play an important role in these situations, helping researchers identify
key issues relating to particular individuals, companies or industries. By focusing
on a particular example, it is possible to conduct a more in-depth analysis, collect
more meaningful data, and rely less on simplifying assumptions. In this way
researchers are able to form a clearer picture of the otherwise complex problem
studied. This would help with the two other categories of research mentioned
above. Allowing researchers to revise their theoretical models, and to devise a
better approach to large-data empirical analysis.
Case studies also have their drawbacks, as is true for all three approaches to
research mentioned above. One main issue is the presence of horizontal bias,
meaning that the case might not be truly representative of the bigger picture, and so
may lead us to the wrong conclusions. This is because case studies tend to focus
on one or a few examples and so are by definition biased towards the experience of
the focus of the study. Another form of bias that may arise from overreliance on
case studies is what may be referred to as vertical bias. Case studies tend to be
written from the perspective of a particular point in time, and so longer-term
development may be missed. This may not be true when discussing case studies
that are focused on historical examples, as the researcher can benefit from
hindsight. But when studying more recent topics it may be difficult to put a
particular case in historical perspective. Finally, a major issue with conducting an
effective case study is access to reliable information and data. Case studies
require a lot more company and individual-specific information. Depending on
the situation, this information may not be available or may be limited to what is
publicly available, which may also be biased (newspaper reports, company
disclosures). In this sense case studies may be limiting, as researchers may only
apply this approach to questions where there is an opportunity to get unfettered
access to the subject(s) of the study.
As discussed above there are weaknesses in all three approaches to conducting
research. A more rigorous approach to answering research questions may use a
combination of all three methods. Case studies can help focus the problem of
interest and draw out the more important factors central to the problem. A
focused but reliable theoretical model can be informed by the experiences laid out
in case studies and previous empirical results. In this way the theory can help
researchers identify the driving factors behind observed outcomes and to develop
testable predictions. Finally, more data driven empirical studies can test theoretical
predictions and provide a map ahead for the next iteration of the research cycle.
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Unfortunately this holistic approach to conducting research is not as widely
practiced as we would expect and hope. In some fields one of the categories is
favored over the others, and in some cases the other approaches to research are
discouraged or looked down upon. It is true that by their nature some fields are
more conducive to one or two of these approaches. But it is imperative for
researchers to acknowledge the biases and weaknesses of their approach, and
where applicable, to employ the other methods in order to overcome the limitations
presented by each approach.
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Challenges of Writing Chinese Business Case Studies
Dr. Yifan Zhang
University of Hong Kong
I would like to thank the Academy of Asian Business for organizing this
wonderful competition and giving me an opportunity to share my thoughts. China’s
enormous economic and social transformations bring both opportunities and
challenges for students to write a good business case study. But students often face
a variety of obstacles to understanding the success of Chinese businesses. It has
been a real challenge to identify the truly successful companies in China. Since
other advisors have talked about some general issues in writing business cases, in
the following sections I want to focus on a specific topic, i.e., how to select a
successful Chinese company for a case study.

Statistics can be Misleading
In the internet era, students can easily access all kinds of information about a
company, including the company’s background and performance. But is the
information reliable? It is well known that China’s macroeconomic statistics need
to be interpreted with a caution. Outsiders are skeptical of Chinese official figures
because the statistical bureaus often face political pressure from the governments
both at the central and local levels. Similarly, the statistics released by Chinese
companies should also be analyzed carefully. It turns out that some Chinese
companies made up numbers and cooked the books. Perhaps due to imperfect
accounting and auditing systems, the financial statement of Chinese companies
may not be 100% reliable. Accounting frauds were widespread. It has been
reported that even for some publicly listed companies in China, the financial
statements could be fabricated. For example, in 2017, China Unicom, a
telecommunication giant, was found that its Shaanxi branch had inflated RMB 1.8
billion of revenue in the past five years.

Smart Strategy or Political Connection?
Even if a company’s statistics are trustworthy, the success of the company may
not come from smart business strategy. In the ever-changing Chinese business
environment, government-business collusion has been a serious problem. Some
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companies may appear to be extremely profitable, but are they really successful?
Their profit may totally rely on their political connections, or in some cases
corruption. It is not uncommon to observe a wildly successful company collapsing
almost overnight when they lost their political connection. However, the reliance
on political connection varies from industry to industry. In general, companies in
the consumer product industries are less likely to depend on political connection.

Launch Your Own Investigation
The above problems remind us that sometimes students need to rely on
alternative information sources to find out whether a Chinese company is truly
successful. Third party evaluation, consumer reports, and competitors’ reports all
provide valuable information. In addition, students can launch their own
investigation. In the case of CUHK DJI team, our students visited DJI and talked to
their staff in both Hong Kong and Shenzhen. We even bought a DJI drone and
gained the first-hand experience from a consumer perspective.

Look for Innovative Ideas
After students identified several truly successful companies, the next step is to
choose which company to study. In the early stage of our preparation, our team’s
choice was narrowed down to two Chinese companies: Mobike and DJI. Mobike is
a Beijing-based company that pioneered in bicycle sharing services in China. DJI is
a world dominant player in the market of civilian recreational drones. Which one
should we choose? I believe an important criterion for choosing a successful
company for a case study is the significance of the case. Why should we care about
this particular company? Does this case address general issues that are important
for other companies? With this criterion of significance in mind, we chose to study
DJI, because DJI provides a valuable case study for many other Chinese companies
facing similar challenges. With rising labor and environmental costs, Chinese
companies are now standing at the cross-road. They can no longer simply copy the
western technology as they did in the past, because they are already at the world
technology frontier or close to it. They must innovate and compete in the global
market, but they face a huge challenge of “made-in-China” stigma. Chinese
products are often labelled cheap, low quality, and unfashionable. DJI was able to
overcome the stigma through its brilliant marketing and R&D strategies. Studying
the “made-in-China” stigma is an original idea, since it has not been fully studied
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in previous business cases. I believe other Chinese companies can benefit from the
DJI experience in our case study when they deal with the same problems.
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Tips for writing a good case
Dr. Li-Chen Lim
Asia Pacific University of Technology and Innovation, Malaysia

We were overjoyed when we got to know that our student’s case was selected as
one of the top 10 winners in 2017 World Asian Case Competition organized by
Academy of Asian Business, Republic of Korea. Here, we would like to share our
experiences on how our team prepared this case so you can learn about how to
write a good case in the future.
Business cases are verbal representations of reality that can put the reader in the
role of a participant in different business situations with combination of verifiable
facts and opinions. Every case deals with an important issue, or else it has no
educational value. As such, a well written case must have adequate facts to make
reasonable conclusions congruent with the reality of the case taking into account its
gaps and uncertainties.

Find a crucial issue.
Defining the case has become our main goal which is to solve a key problem
faced by the organization. What we did was we began with an issue – a defined
problem in our mind. We investigated on the nature of the issue and what questions
needed to be addressed. We were tasked to sort those issues according to their
urgency, impacts and scope in a given time frame. This is one of the important
steps and should be clarified at the very beginning stage.
In case writing, we believe the advisor’s role is to provide guidance while
students need to provide the contents of a case discussion. We all were heavily
involved in this process of knowledge creation. For students, this is a shift in their
educational experience, whereby they have to carry the huge level of personal
responsibility, and had to deal with the unease of ambiguity and multiple meanings.
The advisor will provide guidance and continually motivate them to write a good
relevant case.
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Choose your team members.
We realized that we need a team which consists of people with complementary
skills who are committed to a common purpose, performance goals and approach
for which they are mutually accountable. If team members do not come to classes
or meetings well prepared, most likely the case writing will flop because they are
responsible to convey the true meaning of the case.
Each member of the team has the authority to decide how he or she will
accomplish the task. Let them be responsible for the outcomes of the discussion
and to prepare for their case writing.

Acknowledge the requirements of the case competition.
Next, we need to understand the requirement of the case competition. We
discussed about the requirements from a multi-perspective view. We narrow down
our topic and complete the case based on our research data and the competition
requirements by using the Bloom’s taxonomy. It helps us to achieve our purpose
and to pitch the company’s challenges and recommendations correctly. In additions,
a good case consists of certain characteristics for their success. We have adopted
Bennett and Chakravarthy’s (1978) Ten Characteristics of Effective Cases during
our preparation of this case and we share you their list. We found these criteria
suitable during our case writing process and we have used them as benchmarks
when evaluating our written document.
TABLE 1
The Ten Characteristics of Effective Cases

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Characteristics
The case tells a story
The case issues arouse the readers’ interest
The case situation is accessible to the readers
The case teaches a managerial skill
The case requires the solution of a managerial problem
The managerial problem in the case has a history
The case includes quotations
The case permits empathy with the central character
The case is set within the past five years
The case is short and simple
Source: Bennett & Chakravarthy (1978)
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Learn to manage our emotions.
Whenever you get frustrated with other team members, you need to learn about
how to manage your emotion accordingly. Be mature and convey your ideas
calmly and mutually. Everyone felt the pressure. Thankfully, we were able to
accomplish our task in the given time.
Case writing is intended to provide readers a realistic look at their world and an
opportunity to practice their skills in an environment with few consequences.
Furthermore, the case should be based on concrete facts, rather than imagination.
Granting that information is really hard to obtain, still we need to provide sufficient
detail to enable the reader to picture what is described, whether events or people or
relationships. Harling and Misser(1998) and Herreid(2005) suggested that
information provided must meet the following requirements: (1) they are selected
according to a guiding principle, (2) they are clearly organized, and (3) they
provide sharply defined dramatic images.
I hope this sharing will help you with how to prepare a winning case study,
starting with an issue, choosing your team members, understanding competition
requirements plus managing your emotions well. We benefitted from the case
competition where we improved our questioning, listening and writing skills. It is
challenging, but case writing has allowed us to see how concepts and principles are
applied in practice, broadens our understanding, expands our knowledge, and
enriches and stimulates our thinking.
In a nutshell, it is our honor to participate in this high esteem competition and we
hope that we can create more critical and creative minds with our future cases.
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Showcasing Responsible Businesses: Emerging
Issues and Implications for Case Writing
Dr. Maria Elena (Maya) Baltazar Herrera
Asian Institute of Management, Philippines
One of the emerging challenges to businesses, especially multinational
corporations (MNCs) is increasing stakeholder expectation concerning responsible
behavior. Stakeholders expect companies to anticipate or respond to market
changes responsibly and sustainably; and to take a larger role in addressing
troubling social, economic, and environmental issues (Mirvis & Googins, 2006;
Smith et al, 2010; Porter & Kramer, 2011).
This expectation is particularly high for MNCs managing global value chains
(GVCs) in emerging economies. MNCs are increasingly expected to partner with
and enable micro, small and medium enterprises (MSME’s) across a wide range of
capabilities to foster inclusive growth, particularly in developing economies
(Gereffi et al, 2005; Pietrobelli & Rabellotti, 2011; Herrera & Macaranas, 2015).
Increasingly, this environment of increased stakeholder expectations has resulted
in changes in corporate behavior and has influenced, and even driven corporate
innovation. There is evidence showing that sustainability can drive business
innovation leading to improved competitive advantage. (Nidumolu, et al, 2009).
Moreover, a few leading firms seeking to meet stakeholder expectations are
turning to corporate social innovation (CSI). Their efforts include using the tools of
social innovation to enhance their supply chains, reach socially conscious
consumers, tap base of the pyramid (BOP) markets. They also support and partner
with social innovators and enterprises to bring business solutions to societal needs.
(Mirvis, Herrera et al, 2016).

Emerging Findings and Frameworks
Evidence shows that institutionalizing firm-specific CSI capabilities creates
competitive advantage (Herrera, 2015). In particular, successful CSI often relies on
active stakeholder engagement (Herrera, 2015) and results in increased capability
for engaging in successful CSI. This capability typically develops experientially in
co-creation of social innovations with partners and/or users (Herrera, 2016).
A particular area of interest in studying responsible businesses is the cooperative
nature of much of the activities and innovations involved in creating social impact.
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Evidence shows that CSI can be implemented in a manner that creates value for all
stakeholders (Herrera, 2015; Herrera, 2016) and that knowledge and capability is
gained by all partners in CSI (Mirvis, Herrera et al, 2016).
The Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) has underlined the importance
of integrating MSMEs into GVCs. More importantly, the APEC Business Advisory
Council has pointed out that it has become important to showcase these inclusive
business models in order to inspire other companies, and to show how such models
can be implemented.

Challenges for Case Writing
When the ABAC approached AIM to create a case series to showcase inclusive
business models, we closely came to grips with the challenges of writing cases in
this space.
The challenge for case writers are: (a) identifying companies that are involved in
CSI; (b) gathering the necessary information in order to understand the process and
factors resulting in success; (c) gathering the information that enables the
identification of barriers and challenges and potential methods for handling them;
and (d) ensuring that the views of key stakeholders and players are adequately
represented in the case. Finally, it is important for case writer supervisors to ensure
that the emerging literature and frameworks on CSI is monitored in order to ensure
that cases are written with a view to increase understanding and reflect what is
known about CSI.
Over the course of creating a case series, the challenge is to cover a broad
spectrum of these innovations in order to create an analytic framework for
identifying opportunities for such innovations.
In the case of the AIM project with ABAC, our final challenge was to develop an
approach to presenting these cases in a manner that was usable for the academic
classroom, the practicing manager and the corporate policymaker. We achieved
this through a combination of well-planned and stylized graphics as well as a
standard outline and writing style for each of the cases. The final output was a
bound coffee table book with case studies that captured the key points of each
innovation but also included at least one detail story, typically injecting a critical
human element. Key observations arising from a comparative review of the
different case studies were captured in a chapter which introduced the studies as
well as summarized findings. A survey capturing motivations and benefits of the
cooperative initiatives between large enterprises and MSMEs was also conducted
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and key results included in the book. Each case study was also made available on a
stand-alone basis through electronic copies. In addition to the case studies, longer
teaching cases with teaching notes were also produced.

General Comments concerning Case Writing
While this discussion has focused primarily on showcasing responsible
businesses, many of the challenges apply to the writing of general business cases,
especially when writing a case series.
The first step is to choose the business or businesses to be covered. It helps if the
case writers already have particular criteria in mind. Typically, these criteria are
related to both interest and familiarity. For example, those who have familiarity,
either through direct experience or through previous research or other studies, with
a particular country or industry would tend to choose a business related to that
country or industry. Sometimes the focus is on a particular situation or
achievement. In the case of the sample project discussed in this paper, the focus
was on finding businesses with GVC linkages between large enterprises and
MSMEs. Similarly, the focus of the students in this competition was to find
instances of businesses that successfully internationalized locally developed brands.
There also need to be practical criteria. It is important for the case writer to choose
businesses about which information are already or can become available. To this
end, in many case writing projects, unless the business itself volunteers to be the
subject of a case, the case writer must begin with w a short list which is then
evaluated for practicality criteria. At this point, it is important to note that some
initial research is necessary in order to narrow down to the short list as well as to
select the final chosen business (or businesses for a case series). For a case series,
in addition, there will be criteria around ensuring broad coverage of the topic that
needs to be covered. Types can either be stages (life cycle) or types (in the case of
showcasing linkages, it would be types of linkages).
For case writing in responsible businesses, a further caveat is that, often, there is
a need to also gather information from stakeholders. This may lengthen the period
for data gathering and should be taken into account. The same is true for any cases
which cover businesses in networks or with many partnerships and linkages.
Once the business is chosen, the stage of planning the case writing begins.
Normally additional desk research is necessary in order to plan the case writing.
The plan must include a plan for data gathering, a plan for verifying the
information, a plan for analyzing the information (including analytic frameworks
that are planned to be used), ad a preliminary outline for the case. The planned
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style of writing is also decided upon. These are especially important when writing a
case series involving multiple case writers. It is very important to note that cases
are typically written with educational objectives in mind and the plan for data
gathering as well as the outline of the case must take these into consideration. If
primary data gathering is part of the plan, logistical planning must be taken into
account.
Once the plan is available, data gathering begins. Case writers must understand
that data gathering is often iterative, with some information suggesting the need for
additional information tin order to complete the understanding of what is
happening. In most management cases, the information provided must be rich
enough to allow the reader to develop a clear understanding of the situation, both
internal and external of the business, the personal situation and history of the key
decision-makers and players in the case (e.g. the founder of a start-up), key events
and decisions, how those decisions are arrived at, and what the outcomes are.
Typically a management case study (different from a teaching case), will end with
an analysis of what went right or wrong, what could have been done better, and
what lessons can be learned. This must be based on an analysis of the causal
linkages between outcomes, decisions and the interplay of decisions and situations,
including the responses of other players.
In a teaching case, the case ends without resolution. Typically, a teaching case
ends with a conundrum to be solved. In a teaching case, it is important that there be
enough information to allow the students to be able to make a reasonable analysis
of the situation and provide well thought out recommendations. A teaching case
should typically be accompanied by a recommended reading and a teaching note
for the instructor. The teaching note must include expected use of the case, its
learning objectives, a recommended teaching plan, an analysis of the case,
referencing the frameworks and the key lessons. Often, what actually happened in
the case is also provided in the teaching note. A plan for board work, some
suggested slides, links to videos or useful websites and, sometimes, a worksheet for
calculations can also be provided.
If the case writing involves primary data gathering, the case writer must make
sure that permissions and releases are obtained. For teaching cases, the case is
normally taught at least two times in order to test whether any adjustments are
necessary to improve the performance of the case as a learning tool. Often, this is
about ensuring all pertinent information is provided. To this end, the case writer
cannot be the professor testing the case. Also, while the case writer may observe
the case writer should not attempt to influence discussion.
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Final Remark and Recommendations
The purpose of case writing is essentially about developing a case that achieves
educational objectives. Choosing a case that covers a topic that is relevant and
important is part of developing a valuable case. Additionally, it is about writing a
case that covers a particular situation and lesson that is rarely covered – hence it
makes a valuable contribution to the field.
Responsible businesses, their corporate social innovations and the new business
models that they create in order to address social concerns while censuring the
business continues to create value is an important emerging area of study for
management scholars and business practitioners.
Developing cases that capture the views and experiences of the multiple
stakeholders involved is critical to developing useful cases. These cases span a
great variety of social challenges and approaches and monitoring the emerging
theory will help case supervisors mentor case writers towards making a valuable
contribution to the field.

Summary and Conclusion
In summary, first part of this paper presented three approaches to write a case
with a special emphasis on case studies development. Case study is driven by clear
and well-defined research questions with established theoretical ideas and suitable
topics of interest while taking into account of horizontal bias and incorrect
conclusions. Second part of the paper offered criteria for choosing a successful
company with emphasis on data reliability, political connection and other sources
of data. Third part of this paper revealed tips to win a case competition. The last
part addressed one of the challenging topics on how to showcase responsible
businesses focusing on emerging issues and implications for case writing.
Case writing competition provides participants a myriad of opportunities. Case
writing based on solving “real” cases and problems offer participants to show their
talent and to apply their skills. Participants also get to learn new things and develop
new skills in a special area of interest. Winning a competition is definitely a major
confidence builder and hope that these valuable insights and ideas can guide and
assist students to prepare for future competitions.
(Received December 1, 2017; Revised December 16, 2017; Accepted December 16, 2017)
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